
You’ll close more business in less time if you…

Pay Attention to Tension!
— Part 2 —

A Lesson in MasterStream
By T. Falcon Napier & Associates, Inc.

In part one of our series introducing the MasterStream Method, we explored the
ChangeGrid section of the MasterStream Strategic Framework.  For the sake of
review, the ChangeGrid reveals the level of productive tension your prospect is
experiencing at any given point during your sales discussions.  The prospect’s level
of tension determines whether or not they will take action — and, if so, when that
action will occur.

Let’s take a closer look.  Refer back to the MasterStream Strategic Framework.

The ChangeGrid shows that there are five basic levels of tension that a prospect
can experience — Stress, Power•Stress, Power, Power•Apathy and Apathy.  These
levels of tension are called “Response States.”  Each response state reveals a great
deal of information about how a prospect will think and behave and respond at that
level of tension.  We’ll start by examining each of the three Primary Response
States — Stress, Power and Apathy.

When tension is at it’s highest level, we describe the prospect as being “in Stress.”
The Stress Response State occurs whenever Perceived Ability is low and Perceived
Challenge is high — like a prospect who’s being eaten alive by taxes but is
clueless as to how to reduce their tax burden, or even more dramatic, how would
you feel if you had to deliver someone’s baby in an emergency situation and had
no medical training?

The emotions that accompany such predicaments are likely to be unresourceful.  In
fact, you’re sure to encounter some degree of anger, grief or fear in the prospect in
Stress.  Anger, grief and fear are unresourceful emotions that feed upon themselves
— grow in intensity — distort reality — and compromise your prospect’s ability to
do what really needs to be done.



Your prospect’s reasoning abilities are emotionally ruled in Stress — controlled by
their hunches, intuition and instincts.  They aren’t looking at the facts — and logic
has fallen by the wayside.  The prospect believes that they are missing one — if
not several — critical resources and, as a result, is feeling out of control!

Does a prospect in Stress make decisions?  Definitely!  Do they make good ones?
Doubtfully!  If you come across a prospect in Stress who’s made a good decision,
you’ve witnessed sheer luck!  Why?  We know their emotions weren’t helping!
They were distorting reality!  We know the prospect wasn’t looking at the facts —
their reasoning abilities were anything but logical!  So the only way they ended up
doing the right thing was by accident, coincidence or just plain luck!

Decision making in Stress is highly reactive.  The prospect pursues the first course
of action they think will get them the control they want.  But as they pursue that
course of action, they may stumble across another alternative or two.  And when
they do, they will abandon the course they are on — whether it’s the right one or
not — and pursue the new alternative.  As a result, productivity is terribly poor.
“Buyer’s remorse” can and does occur in Stress.

A prospect in Stress is pretty easy to identify.  Physically, they tend to move
around a great deal — often standing or pacing the floor.  They just can’t seem to
be still.  Their gestures are large and wild — and their facial expressions show the
intensity of their emotional state.

What does a prospect in Stress sound like?  In Stress, a prospect speaks faster,
louder and at a higher pitch.  They communicate in a stream of thought fragments
— without pause or punctuation.  “I know I need to do something — but I don’t
know what to do!  Just tell me what to do and I’ll do it!  Anything you say is fine,
just help me!”  Sounds like your prospect is out of control!

A prospect in Stress is definitely going to do something!  They want to be rescued
and if you’re there at the right time, the sale will be yours.  But be forewarned —
the Stress Response State is characterized by many false starts with very few
lasting or positive results.  Although a prospect in Stress could very well be the
fastest sale you’ve ever made, the likelihood of the sale sticking is pretty remote!
Even if they signed on the dotted line and handed you a check, their reactive nature
will prompt them to change their mind — and give you a call canceling the sale.
And if for some reason they can’t cancel the sale, they’ll blame you for the



decision they made and the action they took— and you can kiss their future
business and their referrals good-bye!

Now, let’s explore a much healthier level of tension — the Power Response State.

When tension is at a moderate level, we describe the prospect as being “in Power.”
The Power Response State occurs whenever a prospect’s Perceived Ability and
Perceived Challenge are in balance with one another — like a prospect who’s been
earning a good return on their investments and wants to look for an even better
return or the broker who wants to gross $25,000 this month and his or her average
has been $20,000 the past 3 months.

A prospect in such a situation is likely to experience resourceful emotions, such as
pride and confidence.  These emotions enhance your prospect’s capacity to see the
reality of their situation exactly as it is — and strengthens their ability to determine
what really needs to be done.

A prospect’s reasoning abilities are logically ruled in Power — focused on the
concrete facts and specific details of their situation.  Rather than dwell on their gut-
level instincts or vague intuitions, they concentrate on the facts at hand and
actively gather even more information.  The prospect believes that the resources
they currently have are adequate — and that if they are thoughtful and prudent,
they’ll be able to improve their situation without risking the loss of the control
they’ve acquired.

Decision making in Power is highly proactive.  The prospect is in an aggressive
information-gathering mode and seeks to explore and understand as many
alternatives as possible.  Certainly, a prospect in Power can drive you crazy!  They
like to take their time — shop around — and ask question after question after
question!  But, when they do finally reach a decision, it’s likely to be a good one!
And if they decide that your product or service is the best alternative they have,
you’ve made a sale.  But there is a potential problem!  Prospects in Power have
little sense of urgency.  They often believe that the smartest thing for them to do is
delay action until all options have been considered.  Unfortunately, many decisions
regarding their personal finances cannot afford to be delayed.  Generally speaking
though, productivity is great in Power — as long as the prospect doesn’t get stuck
there!

Physically, a prospect in Power is the perfect picture of balance.  They tend to sit
or stand in an upright and poised manner, often in positions of perfect symmetry —



back straight, shoulders squared, head held high and eye to eye.  Their gestures are
deliberate and controlled, strongly emphasizing whatever point they’re making —
and their facial expressions clearly indicate the pride and self-confidence they feel.

What does a prospect in Power sound like?  Everything about their tonal quality is
best described as moderate — moderate rate of speaking, moderate volume, even
pitch — using carefully chosen words in well-formed sentences.   “I know I need
to do something, but I haven’t decided what I’m going to do yet.  I’m going to look
at all of my alternatives before I make my choice!”  A prospect who sounds like
that certainly doesn’t feel out of control — in fact, they probably feel very much in
control!

The key word for Power is SHOP.  Although the prospect in Power isn’t in a big
hurry to take action, they are, at least, seriously considering your proposal.  Help
them to learn what they need to know, and when the time is right, you’re likely to
add them to your client list!

When tension is at it’s lowest level, we describe the prospect as being “in Apathy.”
The Apathy Response State occurs whenever Perceived Ability grossly outweighs
Perceived Challenge — like a prospect who’s in their 80’s with no heirs and
millions and millions of dollars!  Why should that person worry about estate taxes
or long-term health care or tax-free bonds or anything else?  Would you?  We
sincerely doubt it!

In such a situation, a prospect is likely to experience a strong feeling of
complacency, ambivalence, boredom and apathy.  These emotions — and many,
many variations on them — are unresourceful — certainly different than the
unresourceful emotions we expect to find in Stress — but unresourceful,
nevertheless.  These emotions compromise the prospect’s capacity to see their
situation exactly as it is — they too feed upon themselves and distort reality —
and weaken the prospect’s ability to determine what really needs to be done — and
do it now!

Your prospect’s reasoning abilities are emotionally ruled in Apathy — focused on
the feelings of contentment and “peace of mind” they have about their situation.
The prospect believes that the resources they currently have are quite abundant —
and that there is absolutely no reason to consider doing something differently than
they are doing it now.



Prospects in Apathy also feel a tremendous sense of control over their
circumstances — a sense of mastery and readiness.  Remember this truth, Apathy
is the unavoidable side effect of mastery.  You see, no matter how difficult a task is
the first time you do it, as you do it more and more, your ability goes up — as
ability goes up, tension goes down — and ultimately, you end up in Apathy.  Once
in Apathy, a prospect has a tendency to believe that the world stops changing —
they over-estimate their abilities and resources — under-estimate the obstacles
which lay ahead — and stop adapting.  Oftentimes, the sense of control they feel is
based on an illusion — not the truth of the reality in which they live.  They may
not, in fact, be as powerful — or as prepared — or as productive — or as protected
— as they think they are!  But convincing them of that is like getting a pig to fly!

Decision making in Apathy is highly inactive — passive at best.  Why?  Simply
because they don’t think a decision needs to be made.  “Everything is fine!  I’m all
set, thanks! Really, everything is OK on this end!”  The prospect isn’t even
interested in learning more — and couldn’t care less about your mutual fund, your
tax-free bond, or your newest stock pick.  Nothing’s interesting if they aren’t
interested!

Physically, a prospect in Apathy tends to sit somewhat draped on the furniture.
Everything about them seems heavy.  They lean away from you or withdraw.
Gestures are few and small.  It’s as though they haven’t the energy or the
inclination to bother with you!  And their facial expressions clearly convey the lack
of enthusiasm they feel for your presence.

What does a prospect in Apathy sound like on the phone or in person?  Slow and
low — quiet and sparing.  “Do something?  I don’t need to do anything!  I’m all
set!”  A prospect who sounds like that will probably say they feel in control — but
in all likelihood, these I’ve-got-it-all-together “ in control” feelings they’re
experiencing are just a denial of their true situation!  They just can’t see it.

Even so, it’s real enough that it prevents the prospect from taking any action at all
— even the simplest next step.  The prospects in Apathy are by far, the worst
investment of a salesperson’s time.  Here’s what one broker told us, “Sure I’ve
gone after my share of wealthy clients.  Looking back, I now recognize many of
those people were in Apathy and didn’t feel any need to make changes or
improvements.  The many efforts I made sending information, following up with
phone calls, going to see them in-person — they were already comfortable, and
comfortable people aren’t going to change.



Remember where the term “prospecting” came from.  Over a century ago,
adventurous men and women set out for points west with a dream of striking it rich
while panning for gold.  “Prospecting” meant filtering through a heck of a lot of
water looking for an itsy-bitsy piece of gold.  Make note that they didn’t try to turn
the water into gold — they recognized the difference and let the water flow buy.  If
they hadn’t, they might never have found what they were really looking for!

Stress, Power and Apathy are the three Primary Response States, but there are two
more you need to recognize and understand.  Take another look at the diagram.
The Hybrid Response States are Power•Stress and Power•Apathy.  Each is made
by blending the characteristics of two Primary Response States.

The Power-Stress Response State is a blend of Power and Stress — pretty obvious,
isn’t it?  Power•Stress has a good deal of the proactive, rational and logical
qualities found in Power combined with the sense of urgency found in Stress.  In
order to better understand Power•Stress, let’s momentarily revisit Stress.  Stress
sounded like this:  “I know I need to do something, but I don’t know what to do!
Just tell me what to do and I’ll do it.”  Again, the prospect feels out of control!  In
Power, the prospect is seriously shopping.  Power•Stress occurs when the prospect
has recognized a deadline, narrowed the options and chosen their course.  “I know
I need to do something.  I know exactly what I’m going to do — and I’m going to
do it now!  (Are you going to help me — or what?)”  The prospect has run out of
time, and just wants to get on with it!  The key word for Power•Stress is BUY.

Where is the Threshold of Activation?  Yes, Power•Stress — but where in
Power•Stress?  Where on the Grid will your prospect take immediate, definitive
action?  The Threshold of Activation is the highest level of tension someone can
experience without hitting Stress.  So bear in mind that Power•Stress is not enough
to close business.  Your prospect must be at the Threshold — close doesn’t count!
Your prospect has reached the Threshold when — and only when — they say
something like:  “OK, buy me 500 shares” or “I’ll go ahead and take $100,000 of
those bonds.”  The Threshold of Activation is your final destination when
attempting to close the business.  How often have you left a prospect and said to
yourself, “I was so close to making a sale!” What was missing?  A little more
tension!  Next time, you’ll know!

The Power•Apathy Response State is a blend of Power and Apathy — surprised?
Power•Apathy has a good deal of the proactive, rational and logical qualities found
in Power, combined with a big dose of the complacency of Apathy.  Power•Apathy
sounds like this — “I know I need to do something — I just wish somebody else



would do it!”   The key word for Power•Apathy is DELEGATE — but sometimes
“toss” is probably a little more accurate.  The prospect in Power•Apathy may feign
interest — but there isn’t really much there.  They’re a little curious and will
probably ask for you to mail them your company’s stock recommendations — or
work up a mutual fund illustration or two.  Don’t hope for much — Power•Apathy
is a long way from the Threshold!

Once someone is a client though, Power•Apathy is a different story!  An
established client with whom you have built a great relationship will hand you
plenty of additional business in Power•Apathy — both in more products and
services for themselves as well as the many potential referrals they represent.
“OK, Dan, XYZ sounds like a good idea.  Go ahead and take some cash out of my
money market and buy a few thousand shares for me.”  No real urgency here, but
the trust and rapport established over time closed this piece of business.

The MasterStream portion of the Strategic Framework is divided into five
segments — or Phases — Connecting, Analyzing, Solving, Committing, &
Relieving.  During the Connecting Phase, a relationship and rapport are established
with the prospect.  During the Analyzing Phase, we determine how we can be of
help to our prospect in solving a problem, satisfying a need or seizing some
opportunity, which might interest them.  When we’re in the Solving Phase, we
present our recommendation to our prospect — which they will agree to take
action on during the Committing Phase.  Finally, during the Relieving Phase we
get our new client started, safeguard the sale and gather some referrals.

Now, quite candidly — there is nothing new about a sales process being divided
into a series of phases — and there’s nothing surprising about the events that
happen during each phase!  What is new is that each of these phases has a certain
desirable level of productive tension associated with it.

The MasterStream charts the flow of tension your prospect is experiencing during
the sales process.  Any deviation from the curve you see in the MasterStream will
complicate your sale — and could very well cost you the business altogether!  You
must recognize or create the optimum flow of tension required to produce an
efficient and lasting sale.  If you aren’t paying attention to tension — you are
losing business!

In the next lesson, we’ll explore the strategy and general guidelines for each phase
of the sales process and discuss the most common errors made by salespeople in
their attempts to manage prospect productivity.
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This article has been prepared and provided as part of our business outreach
program, in support of our team of Certified MasterStream Instructors.  For more
information, visit our website at www.masterstream.com.  Thank you!


